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This book holds stories from more than sixty peop --Book Jacket.
Set in a place and time in Ireland's history which affects the age in which we now live, Ashes of Remembrance continues the story begun in Only the River Runs Free and Of Men and Of Angels. Following
the passionate Irish fight for freedom these gripping novels bring the heroism and heartbreak alive for modern readers, showing the roots of the troubles that brought so many Irish to the shores of Americaand which continue to plague England and Ireland today. Ashes of Remembrance takes up the story in the fall of 1843 with the marriage of Kate and Joseph. But a conspiracy succeeds in separating them,
and Joseph is deported to the new world while Kate must fight the secret enemies who plot to kill her and destroy the village.
Max Meyer, a Jew from New York, Ellis Warne, a doctor's son, Birch Tucker, an Arkansas farmer, and Jefferson Canfield, the son of a Black sharecropper, return from World War I with changed expectations.
In the years after the Revolutionary War, seventeen-year-old Hannah Anderson’s life changes drastically. In the once peaceful setting of a mission in eastern Ohio, the threat of war fills the air. Worse yet,
Hannah’s beloved mother and baby brother die, which leaves an unfillable void in the Anderson household. When her preacher father becomes despondent and unapproachable, Hannah seeks solace in the
forest, and by chance, meets an enigmatic stranger who befriends her. Tragedy strikes, however, and Hannah faces a long recovery from a devastating injury. In the Treaty of Paris in 1783, many Native
American homelands are granted to the United States. This vast area of land bordering the Great Lakes is called the Northwest Territory, and Ohio is included in the land grant. Against the backdrop of Native
tribes converging in Ohio for battle, Hannah faces abandonment by her father and an arranged marriage. While contemplating her own personal issues, she is captured by a militant tribe and nearly killed. The
story culminates in the Battle of Fallen Timbers, and Hannah’s ultimate choice for her future. “M.B. Tosi’s new series continues with A Woman Called Red, an exciting post-Revolutionary War story about
Ohio & the Battle of Fallen Timbers. As with all of her books, this one is alive with adventure, genuine history, difficult decisions and faith. Enjoy!” — Jim Langford, Director Emeritus of University of Notre
Dame Press
"With a broken marriage and two children, a southern woman builds a successful business career in New York and eventually remarries." Cf. Hanna, A. Mirror for the nation.
After drifting for years in the innocent age of the 1950s, a woman struggles to join today's world by finding a career and a new love, with some help from her zany family.
First she has to fight to adopt her son; then she has to fight to keep him.Reemah is a Ra'hos. She has led a life of privilege and luxury, flouting the rules to suit her every whim. Now she must face the
consequences of breaking those rules to save a human infant. What will her father demand in return for allowing her latest, most reprehensible, disobedience?Mahsan has grown up in a world where he
doesn't belong--always alone, always less than his peers. He longs for a place to fit in, a place to be himself. Can discovering the truth about his past hold the key to his future happiness?Amidst court intrigue
and deadly plots, will one mother and son out-manoeuvre unseen enemies to stay together, or will rash decisions tear them apart?NOTE: Strength can be read as a standalone novel. However, for maximum
enjoyment, The Legacy Chronicles are best read in order, starting with Courage.
A detailed fantasy novel of a young girl name ‘Brogan’ who holds a magical ability inside of her to replenish the magical lands of a realm known as ‘Alahdorn’. To do this she must battle a Black Dragon
named ‘Kraven’ who has had a tyrannical and destructive reign over Alahdorn for the past 10 years. With the help of her Guardian, a Golden Dragon named ‘Darwin’, Brogan must not only convince
creatures of good and evil to join her against the creatures of chaos, but also she has to face her own past and the secrets it holds.
Your darkest hours...could be your finest. Discover the life-long benefits of courageously facing the inevitable. Do you have the courage to face death? In this first book in the Legacy Series, Kendall R.
Keeler, who appears to be in perfect health, proposes three principles for anyone who desires to courageously face their own eventual death: 1) learn death's purpose; 2) accept its inevitability; 3) deliberately
allow death's reality to become your coach for making better decisions while living.
The world is at a crossroads of discovery that will rewrite history and change the balance of power on Earth. Destruction or the betterment of mankind is at hand. The fate of the planet rests in the hands of
Matt Flannery and his girlfriend Kelli, as well as two ex-CIA black ops veterans, Jake and Ghost. The artifacts they recovered on North Bimini Island, Bahamas, contains the secrets of the ancient lost
continent of Atlantis, including their advanced technology. Trying to retain control of this incredible knowledge, Matt and his friends are being pursued by a ruthless billionaire industrialist, the CIA, terrorists,
and a mysterious Brotherhood of Atlantis...all intent on taking the relics for their own selfish purposes. Follow this heart-pounding adventure that began in The Atlantis Codes Book 1 and continues in Critical
Mass Book 2 of The Atlantis Legacy Series. Questions will be answered with new ones arising in their place. Who can Matt turn to at this historic moment? Will unexpected allies come to his aid? Can he
possibly protect Atlantis' most powerful secrets against impossible odds? Strap in and get ready for this electrifying roller-coaster ride Critical Mass! Is it really fiction...? "Larry Hamilton keeps the intensity
dialed up in Critical Mass, the second book of his Atlantis Legacy series. With all the elements every good thriller needs like secrets to unravel, double-crosses, murky government types, and plenty of
fireworks, he leaves you very few spots to catch your breath. Courage and loyalty face-off against greed and power reaching a climax that will leave you on your own search for the next installment." --J.J.
Hebert, #1 Amazon Bestselling Author
One woman's journey that started with murders of passion in an Egyptian-like civilization two thousand years ago. After suffering betrayal, abuse and violent deaths through lifetimes of atonement, she comes
to the present day realization that dogs are much more than furry companions. They are protectors, comforters, and teachers whose hearts contain the simple and miraculous knowledge of the Universe—if
only we listen and learn.
Heroes shall rise and fall, the earth shall be stained red, and the fate of the Banished Lands will be decided once and for all in A Time of Courage, the final book in acclaimed fantasy author John Gwynne's Of
Blood and Bone trilogy. The demon king Asroth has been freed from his iron prison. Now, alongside his dark bride Fritha, he plans to conquer the whole of the Banished Lands. In the shadows of Forn Forest,
Riv and the surviving Ben-Elim desperately search for a way to unite those who remain against Asroth's vast army. Far in the west, Drem is with the Order of the Bright Star, besieged by a demon horde. Their
fragile defenses are on the brink of shattering, but they know that it is better to fight and die than to live without hope. And across the Banished Lands, armies are heading south, to settle ancient grudges and
decide the fate of humanity. Of Blood and BoneA Time of DreadA Time of BloodA Time of Courage The Faithful and the FallenMaliceValorRuinWrath
Jessica Ruddick’s award-winning Legacy series is now available in one set! “A thrilling roller coaster ride of suspense and emotion.” -Amazon reviewer “I was held captive by the words on the page.”
-Exposure Book Blog “Highly addictive book, once you sink your teeth in you won't let it go until the last page.” -Amazon reviewer How do you live with yourself when you decide who dies? Book One:
Birthright Ava Parks would have killed for an iPhone for her sixteenth birthday. Anything would have been better than coming into her birthright of being a seeker for the Grim Reaper, an arrangement made
by her fallen angel ancestor in exchange for his re-admittance to heaven. And she isn’t just any seeker—she finds souls that have the potential for becoming angels and sentences them to death. A year and
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two souls into her role as a seeker with her conscience overflowing with guilt, Ava comes up with a plan to thwart the system. When it goes awry, she is forced to submit the name of a classmate, Cole Fowler,
an ornery, rough around the edges guy who always seems to come to her rescue, whether she likes it or not. Her feelings for Cole prompt her to intervene, and she saves him from death, upsetting the Grim
Reaper’s agenda. While Ava schemes to find a way to save Cole, she learns he has some secrets of his own. She lets him believe he is protecting her, and not the other way around, until a final showdown
with the Grim Reaper forces Ava to make choices Cole may never forgive. Book Two: Retribution Ava Parks’ job as a seeker for the Grim Reaper is one she wouldn’t wish on anyone. It’s her responsibility
to find souls with the potential to become angels. Last fall she learned the hard way that bucking the system has its own set of consequences, as her choices nearly killed the two people she cares about
most—her mother and the boy she’s come to love, Cole. Now, Ava’s mother is fading fast. Her former handler—and the root of her problems—seems set on revenge. And Ava must confess to Cole the price he
has to pay for her saving his life—a decision he may never forgive her for. Ava’s path to retribution is filled with twists, turns, and a whole heap of heartache. As problems mount and push her to the breaking
point, she’s forced into the unthinkable, making her question everything she thought she knew about life, loyalty, and love. Book Three: Sacrifice Still reeling from a recent debilitating loss, Ava is convinced
she has nothing left to lose. She is proven wrong when she’s forced to cut herself off from the love of her life, Cole, in order to keep his new role as a seeker a secret. Without him by her side, Ava sets out to
find other seekers and they help her embrace her new reality and better understand the system she’s entrenched in. As time passes though, nothing quells her need for vengeance against Xavier, her rogue
former handler, who’s gone into hiding. Independence isn’t easy and tough choices await Ava at every turn. She must decide how much she’s willing to sacrifice to change her destiny—if she can change it at
all. Book Four: Redemption Since coming into her birthright of being a seeker for the Grim Reaper, Ava has made countless missteps trying to protect her loved ones, only to have it all backfire. Now she
finally has the chance to settle the score with Xavier, the source of much of her misery, but sometimes revenge isn’t all it’s cracked up to be. Will she allow herself to take the vengeance she has thirsted for?
Can she forgive herself if she doesn’t? Even worse, her enemies are after Cole, who hasn’t forgiven her leaving, and they’ll stop at nothing to find him. Ava is tired of the corruption and lies. Most of all,
she’s done hiding. This time, she’s ready to rid herself—and the world—of the twisted handler-seeker system... for good.
Can one woman evade an alien empire to save her son's life?Gilla and Elias have the perfect life--or as perfect as life can be for slaves living deep in the Esarelian Empire. Elias wants freedom for his
precious wife and daughter, and the rest of their people, and he is willing to fight to get it. Pregnant with her second child, Gilla only wants a happy, healthy family who share a strong faith in the God of Old
Earth and to get through her workload each day. When the Esarelians decide to teach their rebellious slaves a lesson they will never forget, Gilla's entire life is turned upside down. She must trust that God
has a plan to protect her new-born son, and have the courage to follow it, choosing the strangest of allies in an effort to ensure his survival.
A new epic of love and war among gods and humans, from the #1 New York Times bestselling author of The Awakening. The world of magick and the world of man have long been estranged from one
another. But some can walk between the two—including Breen Siobhan Kelly. She has just returned to Talamh, with her friend, Marco, who’s dazzled and disoriented by this realm—a place filled with dragons
and faeries and mermaids (but no WiFi, to his chagrin). In Talamh, Breen is not the ordinary young schoolteacher he knew her as. Here she is learning to embrace the powers of her true identity. Marco is
welcomed kindly by her people—and by Keegan, leader of the Fey. Keegan has trained Breen as a warrior, and his yearning for her has grown along with his admiration of her strength and skills. But one
member of Breen’s bloodline is not there to embrace her. Her grandfather, the outcast god Odran, plots to destroy Talamh—and now all must unite to defeat his dark forces. There will be losses and sorrows,
betrayal and bloodshed. But through it, Breen Siobhan Kelly will take the next step on the journey to becoming all that she was born to be.
Four Christian time travel romances by Sara Blackard. Visit the wilderness of the Colorado Rockies as the Thomas family embrace the impossible to discover all God has in store for them. Fall in love with
these riveting tumbles through time and space. Vestige of Power Joseph, a man of the wilderness … thrown into the wilds of the city. Can Joseph and Victoria look past those grasping for power around them
to their true destinies or will the shadows of doubt keep them from all God means for them? Vestige of Hope Thrown out of his element into a time not his own, Hunter Bennett must overcome his doubts to
save the life he never knew he wanted. Viola Thomas’s idyllic life in the new state of Colorado is shattered when her father fails to return from his winter trapping trip in the Rocky Mountains and a man
tumbles into her life from the future. Now she must trust a man from a world far from her own. Vestige of Legacy When Samara McKenna is violently attacked and somehow ends up one hundred and forty
years in the past, it appears her dreams for the future have once again been ripped from her. While trekking through the Coloradan Rockies in 1879, Orlando Thomas finds a wounded woman. As he races to
save her from the harsh wilderness bent on destroying them, he hopes his failures of the past don’t catch up to them. Vestige of Courage Beatrice Thomas lives a simple life on an isolated mountain
homestead in 1879 Colorado, but she prays for a life of adventure. When Chase Bennett stumbles upon the most beautiful woman he’s ever seen in the middle of the woods, she provides a distraction he
doesn’t need. As their friendship grows, Beatrice is bewildered by the complicated lives of those in a modern-day world. The adventure she longed for may be more than she can handle. Torn between the
past and the promise of a better future, can Beatrice move forward and grasp the vestige of courage that’s buried deep within her? If you like page-turning adventure, fascinating characters, and engaging
stories of triumph, you'll love Sara Blackard's unique time travel series.
Now the bestselling serial is under one title— SOUTHERN LEGACY! Including Belle of Charleston, Shadows of Magnolia, Born to Be Brothers and the dramatic conclusion, The Sun Rises! Set against the
backdrop of Antebellum Charleston with the martial clash of brother against brother looming on the horizon--here is an absorbing, tantalizing saga of life during one of our country's most turbulent
times--Southern Legacy Series. In a world of pageantry and show, the Montgomery family accepts the way of life that has been antebellum Charleston for over a hundred years. Two cousins, the handsome
and debonair, Wade Montgomery and the bold and brooding Cullen Smythe, were born to be brothers. Raised as Southern gentlemen, their character could never be questioned--loyalty, honor, duty to one's
country, God and family. It was the tie that binds until...their bond is threatened, not only by the cry for secession but by a woman--Josephine Buchanan Wright. Josephine Buchanan Wright is a dutiful,
southern belle. Her future seems fated to the two Montgomery cousins...until all she has placed her faith in falls apart. As her life spirals out of control, she tries desperately to cling to the honor and duty that
has been instilled in her. But how can she do so when all she has known is no more?
ConvictionThe Legacy Chronicles Book 1. 5
In The Solitary Path of Courage, a young woman, Sam O’Brien, heads west with her father to the Idaho Territory, where he hopes to become a prospector during the gold rush. Tragedy strikes along the way,
and Sam is abandoned at a mission in southern Idaho. When one of her new stepsisters runs off to avoid an arranged marriage, Sam secretly travels to rescue her in the rough-and-tumble boomtown of
Lewiston, which is in the heart of gold country. Daring and resourceful, the young woman finds employment as a newspaper reporter and boldly makes her way in a man’s world. In this realistic and
dangerous tale of the Old West of the 1870s, Sam unintentionally becomes embroiled in the struggles of the Nez Perce to remain on their ancestral lands. Torn between her two stepbrothers, she becomes
caught in the middle of the Nez Perce War and the tribe’s final flight to Canada. Before escaping to the safety of Lewiston with the stepbrother she loves, Sam O’Brien courageously travels with the Nez
Perce and reports from the frontlines of war. “M.B. Tosi continues her series of wonderful books with The Solitary Path of Courage, an exciting story of the Old West. As with all of her books, this one is alive
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with adventure, genuine history, difficult decisions, and faith. It is a book to enjoy.” —Jim Langford, Director Emeritus of University of Notre Dame Press
"I have returned to an evolved earth. A place I no longer recognize. A self I no longer recognize. My name is Jesca Sera. My reality has been pierced, and it is with absolute certainty that nothing will ever be
the same in our world again. One thing is certain. I hold the blueprint of our salvation." Jesca Jesca and the guardians have returned from beyond the veil, to a world that has fallen apart in their absence. A
galactic intersection, the following climatic shifts, and rigorous genetic manipulation has destroyed the earth's remaining populous. Humankind is being invaded, occupied, and destroyed under their invisible
reign.The beings' intent? To possess our world and stop the other guardians from fulfilling the legacy that could save us all. Now, ushered into a world devolved into darkness, Jesca must utilize what she's
learned of her ancient bloodline, supernatural legacy, and link between the guardians to save them all. With only Jesca's visions of what this ancient legacy holds for them, the guardians depend on the
divining glimpses of her ancestry to put them on the path leading to salvation. Will the obstacles be too great for them to overcome, or will Jesca find the courage and strength to help them all fulfill their
destinies?About: The Copula Chronicles, Legacy, is the final installment in this edge-of-your-seat urban fantasy, science-fiction-fused series. Kimball holds nothing back in her arsenal of spine-tingling, mindboggling, thought-provoking, mystery-seeking, and heart-pounding content to bring the Copula Chronicles to full circle. Gear up for a race to save the entire galaxy, overcoming a populous destroyed by
climactic shifts and rigorous genetic manipulation to fulfill an ancient world-saving legacy.NOTE: Legacy was previously published as Transcending the Legacy: Book 4 for a young adult audience. Legacy,
and the entire Copula Chronicles series, is now considered adult due to some graphic content and language. All four books in the Copula Chronicles are now available on Amazon.Origin (Copula Chronicles,
Book 1) Descend (Copula Chronicles, Book 2) Ascend (Copula Chronicles, Book 3) Legacy (Copula Chronicles, Book 4)
Every child of Woolpren dreams of becoming one, but only a few are chosen. Now, ten-year-old twin brother and sister, Ruskya and Duskya, have been selected to join an elite group of riders: dragon riders.
Full of awe and excitement, the twins leave their mother, and their home, to train for their new lives. Fifteen years later, dragons are becoming extinct and riders are rare. One day, Ruskya is at the general
store in town when a man announces that he is recruiting new dragon riders. Ruskya goes undercover, and discovers that there is another colony of riders with their own agenda--a quest to find a mysterious
plant that could restore the dragon population, or destroy it. When a battle erupts between the two colonies, it's up to Ruskya and his friends to fight for their dragons' future, and their lives. Follow Ruskya's
quest as he finds courage and friendship in this exciting middle grade fantasy series by Kandi J Wyatt.
Andrew James Lancashire (14.8.1986 - 23.11.2008) A beautiful young mans life cut short due to Chondroblastic Osteosarcoma (bone cancer). The silent killer. The impact of this journey had changed
completely Andrews world and all that he loved. Through this tragic time Andrew had shown us his extreme courage and fortitude. Andrew showed us how to live life to the full with the little time he knew he
had left. He was our greatest teacher, our inspiration, our hero, our son.
This is her wildest dreams come true ?? until it shatters her long-held illusions.Beatrice Thomas lives a simple life on an isolated mountain homestead in 1879 Colorado, but she prays for a life of adventure.
Unfortunately for her, that requires a miracle.Chase Bennett's life is on hold while he searches for his missing brother. When he stumbles upon the most beautiful woman he's ever seen in the middle of the
woods, she provides a distraction he doesn't need.As their friendship grows, Beatrice is bewildered by the complicated lives of those in a modern-day world. The adventure she longed for may be more than
she can handle.? Torn between the past and the promise of a better future, can Beatrice move forward and grasp the vestige of courage that's buried deep within her?If you like page-turning adventure,
fascinating characters, and engaging stories of triumph, you'll love Sara Blackard's unique time travel series.?Read all of the Vestige of Time Series.Vestige of Power - Book 1Vestige of Hope - Book 2Vestige
of Legacy - Book 3Vestige of Courage - Book 4
In The Broken Violin, Abigail Bosworths life is drastically changed when her wealthy British family flees Philadelphia in 1769. Anti-British sentiment is growing, and the Revolutionary War will soon erupt. After
Abigails father closes his shipping business, they move to the Mohawk Valley in rural New York state and join a settlement of German Palatines, which is the nationality of Abigails mother. To blend into the
small village of Stone Arabia, Abigails father opens an apothecary like his father in England, and Abigail becomes his assistant, an uncommon role for a woman in the late 1700s. Though life is momentarily
calm, Abigail misses a Philadelphia friend she had hoped to marry. As the American rebellion begins growing, he joins a militia and vanishes. With war on the horizon, Abigails parents die in a heartbreaking
accident, and she struggles to live alone. Her fears increase as local Mohawk folk hero, Joseph Brant, joins the British in terrorizing nearby villages. As the Revolutionary War officially begins, Abigail is forced
to tackle lifes challenges head-on, even the possibility of her own death. Although mocked and plotted against, Abigail prevails and finds love in the most unexpected place. M.B. Tosi begins a new series with
The Broken Violin, an exciting story of the Revolutionary War. As with all of her books, this one is alive with adventure, genuine history, difficult decisions and faith. Enjoy! Jim Langford, Director Emeritus of
University of Notre Dame Press

Can two people with opposing principles overcome their differences to be together?Than has spent his life ostensibly having fun while secretly fighting for his people's freedom. A member of
the underground resistance, he is only ever serious around his comrades and his family. When an injury forces him to step down from active duty and his reluctant nurse sparks his interest,
Than finds himself in uncharted territory. The fascinating woman will have nothing to do with him.Menali's past has taught her to keep her head down and trust that God has a reason for
allowing the human race to suffer on U'du. When Than explodes into her life, he refuses to take no for an answer and challenges all of her preconceptions. He soon has her re-evaluating her
priorities and wondering what life with someone like him would be like.NOTE: For maximum enjoyment, The Legacy Chronicles are best read in order, starting with Courage.
Can two people with opposing principles overcome their differences to be together? Than has spent his life ostensibly having fun while secretly fighting for his people's freedom. A member of
the underground resistance, he is only ever serious around his comrades and his family. When an injury forces him to step down from active duty and his reluctant nurse sparks his interest,
Than finds himself in uncharted territory. The fascinating woman will have nothing to do with him. Menali's past has taught her to keep her head down and trust that God has a reason for
allowing the human race to suffer on U'du. When Than explodes into her life, he refuses to take no for an answer and challenges all of her preconceptions. He soon has her re-evaluating her
priorities and wondering what life with someone like him would be like. Take a detour from the main series to follow Than and Menali through the aftermath of the culling and explore what
happens when others see beneath the masks we wear. NOTE: For maximum enjoyment, The Legacy Chronicles are best read in order, starting with Courage.
Legacy of Ash is an unmissable fantasy debut--an epic tale of intrigue and revolution, soldiers and assassins, ancient magic and the eternal clash of empires. A shadow has fallen over the
Tressian Republic. Ruling families -- once protectors of justice and democracy -- now plot against one another with sharp words and sharper knives. Blinded by ambition, they remain heedless
of the threat posed by the invading armies of the Hadari Empire. Yet as Tressia falls, heroes rise. Viktor Akadra is the Republic's champion. A warrior without equal, he hides a secret that
would see him burned as a heretic. Josiri Trelan is Viktor's sworn enemy. A political prisoner, he dreams of reigniting his mother's failed rebellion. And yet Calenne Trelan, Josiri's sister, seeks
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only to break free of their tarnished legacy; to escape the expectation and prejudice that haunts the family name. As war spreads across the Republic, these three must set aside their
differences in order to save their home. Yet decades of bad blood are not easily set aside. And victory -- if it comes at all -- will demand a darker price than any of them could have imagined.
Marigold La Roux had a perfectly average existence ... until the night her parents tried to murder her. Barely escaping with her life should have been the end of Marigold's living nightmare.
Unfortunately, it was just the beginning. Her entire world starts shattering. She moves to New Orleans to stay with her only living relative, her aunt Delilah. She believes the bustle of Bourbon
Street will help her get a fresh start, but strange things start happening to Marigold at the La Roux estate. Ghostly voices whisper in her ear, sharp knives scrape against her door, and
something in the darkness lashes out, leaving deep claw marks on her back. Hoping to understand her torment, she starts delving into her family's past and is shocked and appalled by what
she discovers. She begins to understand why locals shudder at the mere mention of La Roux house. The attacks against her grow more vicious, ravaging not only her body, but also her mind.
Desperate to end her suffering, Marigold teams up with Louis, an occult enthusiast, who hopes his knowledge of the paranormal can help end her family curse once and for all. But, the dark
forces of evil are relentless and their twisted hold runs deep in her blood. They will stop at nothing to get what they want: her life.
The Devlin magic can bring your heart’s desire - but at what cost? Mary Devlin accepted her fate years ago, to serve Slanaitheoir, the powerful demon and lord of the mountain who saved her
ancestors from the Irish Famine. Like generations of Devlin witches before her, the hauntingly beautiful woman submitted to His every caress, His every humiliation. But when His lordship
threatened her family, Mary broke the agreement with the vengeful demon and now Mary and her progeny must pay the price. Mary will try and best Slanaitheoir in a battle of wills and magic.
But the seductive demon can satisfy a witch as no human lover can. Mary must decide — when part of her still yearns for His touch and love, can she fight Him and win?
After a series of tragedies, Bernie O'Shea turns his Irish stubbornness to becoming a loving dad, a heroic cop, and a small-town legend. He doesn't plan on finding a woman who becomes his
courageous life partner or enemies among those he thought were his friends.
Achieve a Unique and Dynamic Balance in Life Like You Have Never Experienced Before! The word VerAegis signifies a unique and dynamic balance in life. This fragile balance between
relationships, contribution, and spirit is our key to orchestrating a meaningful and lasting legacy. VerAegis is an evocative word derived from Veracity and Aegis, together invoking the essence
of courage-being considerately courageous. Orchestrate Your Legacy VerAegis LifeLine is a roadmap to help each of us manage the change we desire in our lives. Individual chapters are
comfortably completed in a week and include a summary of the corresponding chapter from all of the previous three VerAegis books (Relationships, Contribution, and Spirit). Following the key
point summary, is a list of personal investigation questions which inspire individual thought and motivate discussion within small groups or teams. At the end of each chapter, personal
reflection, and skillwork sections encourage us to collect our thoughts while facilitating management of the See-Plan-Do-Get change control process as we endeavor to establish new, healthier
habits. Envision a Better Future and Take the Steps Necessary to Make it Happen By reading and completing the exercises and skillwork contained within each chapter, we will develop the
skills, insight, and habits necessary to nurture fulfilling relationships, contribute meaningfully, and empower our spirits. Master techniques that enable us to achieve an incredible balance in life,
leading to genuine happiness. Ultimately, with balance and newly developed skills, we significantly expand our comfort zones. Finally, learn how to unite with an infinite source of strength,
wisdom, and love to navigate through life, manage change, and help others; inspiring them to "pay it forward." Can you think of a better way to orchestrate a legacy? Unbind the shackles and
live beyond your comfort zone. Our Response, Action or Inaction, is Our Choice We all face times of stress, heartache, and pain; how we respond is our choice. Dare to live life to its fullest.
Endeavor to direct your lasting legacy. Read all the books of the Legacy Series and dare to be VerAegis. Develop and nurture fulfilling relationships. Establish a meaningful and lasting
contribution. Moreover, Ignite an unstoppable spirit. VerAegis LifeLine (Book 4), is a comprehensive guide that leads you, your family, friends, and colleagues through a step by step process to
achieve balance. Ultimately, with balance and newly developed skills, we significantly expand our comfort zones and confidently orchestrate our legacies. Why VerAegis? VerAegis is an
evocative word derived from Veracity and Aegis, together invoking the essence of courage; being courageous: Courage and veracity represent truth, honor, integrity, and the adherence to
principles such as the golden rule; the simultaneous application of courage to stand up for one's beliefs and consideration to listen confidently in order to understand the beliefs and convictions
of others. Aegis represents our spiritual connection with and protection by a higher authority, and our internal struggle to resist temptations; to do and to be good. Scroll up and grab a copy
today.
#1 New York Times bestselling author Nora Roberts begins a new trilogy of adventure, romance, and magick in The Awakening. In the realm of Talamh, a teenage warrior named Keegan
emerges from a lake holding a sword—representing both power and the terrifying responsibility to protect the Fey. In another realm known as Philadelphia, a young woman has just discovered
she possesses a treasure of her own... When Breen Kelly was a girl, her father would tell her stories of magical places. Now she’s an anxious twentysomething mired in student debt and
working a job she hates. But one day she stumbles upon a shocking discovery: her mother has been hiding an investment account in her name. It has been funded by her long-lost father—and
it’s worth nearly four million dollars. This newfound fortune would be life-changing for anyone. But little does Breen know that when she uses some of the money to journey to Ireland, it will
unlock mysteries she couldn’t have imagined. Here, she will begin to understand why she kept seeing that silver-haired, elusive man, why she imagined his voice in her head saying Come
home, Breen Siobhan. It’s time you came home. Why she dreamed of dragons. And where her true destiny lies—through a portal in Galway that takes her to a land of faeries and mermaids, to
a man named Keegan, and to the courage in her own heart that will guide her through a powerful, dangerous destiny...
Doug Anderson has been drifting slowly but steadily away from both his family and his faith. His parents, along with Christina, a young woman taken into the family during a crisis pregnancy, have been trying
to reach him before he falls too far. But sometimes you have to hit bottom before you're ready to grow up and give your life over to God. Christina's feelings for Doug have been growing, even though he
writes her off as not worth his time. Will Doug's own crisis finally clear his vision and help him focus on what he has right in front of him? Readers who have been on this emotional and romantic journey with
the Anderson family will fall in love with this satisfying conclusion to the popular series.
When new schoolteacher Beth Thatcher is assigned a post in a remote mining community, her courage--and her heart--will be tested in unexpected ways.
On January 6, 1537, Lorenzino de’ Medici murdered Alessandro de’ Medici, the duke of Florence. This episode is significant in literature and drama, in Florentine history, and in the history of republican
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thought, because Lorenzino, a classical scholar, fashioned himself after Brutus as a republican tyrant-slayer. Wings for Our Courage offers an epistemological critique of this republican politics, its invisible
oppressions, and its power by reorganizing the meaning of Lorenzino’s assassination around issues of gender, the body, and political subjectivity. Stephanie H. Jed brings into brilliant conversation figures
including the Venetian nun and political theorist Archangela Tarabotti, the French feminist writer Hortense Allart, and others in a study that closely examines the material bases—manuscripts, letters, books,
archives, and bodies—of writing as generators of social relations that organize and conserve knowledge in particular political arrangements. In her highly original study Jed reorganizes republicanism in history,
providing a new theoretical framework for understanding the work of the scholar and the social structures of archives, libraries, and erudition in which she is inscribed.
As the new queen of Hytanica, Alera struggles to forget Narian and must lead her kingdom when it is attacked by the forces of the Overlord.
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